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Issue Number Three

PI Motorsports Customers Score Impressive Showing in the Gumball 3000

PIM:  Please give a thumbnail sketch of
yourself.
BL:  I am 56 years old and the Co-
President of Leading Edge Novelty. We
import and manufacture toys. My son,
age 19 is Justin Levitt who made the trip
with me in this rally and loves the car as
much as I do. My hobbies are cars, (I
also own a 1946 Oldsmobile), model
trains (Lionel) and skiing. My special
skills are writing very good e-mails that
enabled me to become partly sponsored
in the Gumball 3000. I am also a very
good salesman.

PIM:  Where are you from?
BL:  I was born in Brooklyn, New York,
but I currently reside in Baldwin, New
York.

PIM:  How did you first get
interested in Panteras?
BL:  I saw this very car
approximately ten years ago and I
fell in love after only driving her in
second gear. I told the owner that
someday I would like to own his car
and he actually held the car for me
as I saved enough money to buy it. I
had a TR6 at the time and sold it to
buy the Pantera

PIM:  What is the history of your
Pantera prior to the Rally?
BL:  This Pantera is #3196 and it
was originally prepped for racing in
the Poconos in Pennsylvania. From
what I can tell I am the third owner

Robert and Justin Levitt help restore the Pantera’s image for reliability, speed and beauty with their trouble-free campaign

PI Motorsports, Inc. interviews
Robert Levitt about his amazing journey
in his strong-running Pantera

Justin and Robert Levitt flank the trophy queen Continued on page 2

Chassis number 3196
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PIM:  Have you ever done any type
of racing or rallying in automobiles?
BL: Yes, the first rally I took with
the Pantera was The Longest Race
Centennial (http://
www.longestautoracecent.com).
We drove from NYC to Buffalo, NY.
The rest of the drivers continued on
to San Fransisco, California. The
rally was to commemorate the
100th anniversary of The Great
Race of 1908 which George
Schuster won in a Thomas Flyer
covering the distance from NYC to
Paris, France.

PIM:  How long have you owned
your car?
BL:  10 months.

PIM: What is the best and worst
part of owning a Pantera?
BL: Owning a rare vehicle that is
increasing in value every day. Love
the power and the great handling.
There is no worst part at all.
Initially, it was the over-heating
issues my car had, but now that I
have installed a new radiator, new
water pump and PI Motorsports
has rewired and installed new fans,
the overheating issues are a thing
of the past.

PIM: What advice would you give
enthusiasts who are interested in
buying a Pantera? Would you
recommend one to your friends?
Why or why not?
BL: Friends had tried to talk me
out of this purchase because they
said the car was not reliable. I just
proved that the car is 1000%
reliable by driving the car from Los
Angeles, California to Miami,
Florida and then to NYC with no
issues at all! Would I recommend
the car to my friends? Absolutely
not...I want to be the only one that
owns a Pantera in the area.

PIM:  How often do you drive your
car or what uses do you put the
car to?
BL:  I drive the car a few times a
month. I attend car cruise nights,

auto-related events, rallying and
touring about 3,000 miles this year.
Car cruise nights, car events, rally,
etc. annual mileage approx 3,000

THE RALLY

PIM: What is the Gumball 3000?
BL: In its simplest description, the
Gumball is a 3000-mile drive, with
120 cars participating over eight
days with additional events and
parties throughout the period. Each
year, a new 3000-mile route is
encountered, and over the past 10
years the event has incorporated
Europe, North America, North
Africa and Asia. Drivers are treated
to a 5-star experience that could
be described as being the ‘ultimate
road-trip’. It’s not a race, but yet,
the event attracts all kinds of
people and vehicles to participate;
from vintage to modern super cars,
and from rock stars and Sheiks to

the simple car enthusiast. Some
say it’s a modern day version of
the infamous 1970s Burt Reynolds
Cannonball Run movies, and we
have to agree that it does share
similarities, attracting the most
eccentric group of thrill-seekers
imaginable, partying every night
with the who’s who of international
society and pop culture. This
popular culture attraction has
contributed to the Gumball’s
recognition as a ‘lifestyle’ event
that is unlike any other. Gumball is
as likely to appear in the world’s
celebrity and fashion media as it is
in traditional motoring media.

PIM: What made you decide to
enter the event?
BL:  I had written an email to Julie
Brangstrup, the VP of Gumball to
find out about sponsorship for the
race. She is a delightful person
and I guess we just hit it off.

Top: The Pantera exits
the Auto-train in Virginia
during the event.
Right: Robert flashes us
the victory or peace sign.
He is a true Pantera
enthusiast who is not
timid of putting his
Pantera to the ultimate
test. After the last time a
Pantera a televised
competition and failed
miserably, Robert’s drive
proved that a Pantera can
run with the best and
reliably.
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PIM:   What are the requirements
and cost to enter the event?
BL: The cost of the event is
$44,000 which includes all room
and board. I paid to ship the car to
PI Motorsports for the race
preparation and all the fuel
consumed from Los Angeles to
Miami, Florida.

PIM: Can you describe the event,
how many days, mileage driven,
etc.
BL:  The event started in Santa
Monica, California on May 1st. We
had a kick-off party at the Viceroy
Hotel and parties in every city
along the way until we arrived in
Miami on May 8th. We drove just
over 4,000 miles with not one
hiccup along the way. The car was
flawless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! With the help of
PI Motorsports, Inc. in Orange,
California, headlight assistance
from Ralph Granchelli in Sedona,
Arizona and many thanks to the
Space City Panteras for giving our
Pantera air conditioning for the first
time in over 15 years. Many thanks
again to John Taphorn, Orville
Burg, Steve  Hawkins and Brian
Hill from the club. The most
special friend I made on this trip
was Dennis Antenucci and his
family. He is a unique and warm
person and his wife makes mean
chicken wings as well.

PIM:  Did you drive the event alone
or did you have a co-pilot?
BL: I drove with my son Justin who
is currently attending the Cooper
Union for the Advancement of
Science and Art. He is studying
Architecture.

PIM:  How much time did you have
to prepare for the event?
BL: We had approximately two
months time in which to prepare for
the Rally. The car was sent to PI
Motorsports for a final check the
week before the Rally.

PIM:  Were you concerned that
your car might not make the full

Story continued on page 4

Above: Graphics package was tastefuly applied. 17 inch Heritage wheels and
tires were selected from the PI Motorsports, Inc. wheel and tire line-up.
Below: Digital display shows just how hot the cabin temperature reached.
Fortunately, the Space City Pantera Club came to the rescue with cold A/C!

distance?
BL: NEVER! Mechanically, the
Pantera has a very strong drive
train. I talked to her the entire way
and there was never a doubt in my
mind that she would not cross the
finish line.

PIM:  What preparations did you
make to your car to get ready for
the event? Why did you choose PI
Motorsports to accomplish them?
Were you satisfied?
BL: I updated the cooling system
with a new radiator, water pump,
thermostat, new plugs, wires, oil,
filter, zf oil change, new coil and
they repaired all electrical
connections wherever necessary. I
chose PI Motorsports because I
knew I needed the experts to finish
updating my cooling system and to
check the rest of the car. PI
Motorsports also replaced my

wheels and tires. Was I satisfied ?
Very much so .......The only
disappointment I have is the
clutch. I would recommend to
everyone that if you replace your
slave cylinder you should
absolutely change your clutch
master cylinder at the same time.

PIM:  Were there any additional
preparations you believe now that
you should also have made? If so,
what were they?
BL: None… it all was covered by
PI Motorsports.

PIM:  How comfortable was your
car to drive?
BL: I have the original seats in the
car. They were ok, but I could have
used new seats with a little more
padding?  In the desert, the car’s
inside temperature was as high as
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128 degrees. Without A/C, it was
tough, but we made it.

PIM:  What other types of cars
were there in competition?
BL: Porsche, Lamborghinis,
Bugattis, Ferrari, Jaguar, Chevy
SUV, SSC Aero GT, Mustang,
Trans Am, Ford GT, BMW, Aston
Martin, Bentley, Rolls Royce and
Mercedes Mclaren.

PIM:  What is the object of the
Rally? Is it just about speed or
navigation
or ? What prizes are there?
BL: The Winner of the Gumball is
the person that embodies the true
Spirit of the Gumball. They get a
Gumball Machine. The Rally is just
about having fun and making
friends .

PIM: What was the reaction of the
other competitors to seeing a
Pantera? Did they take you
seriously or think it was going to
be another Bull Run Pantera fade-
out?
BL: Each day, the PANTERA
received compliments on beauty,
sound and overall performance.
They took us very seriously
because however fast they went
we were right there with them. In
Houston, we arrived at The
Lonestar Motorsports 1/4 mile
track (http://
www.lonestarmotorsportspark.com/ ).
We were put up against a souped-
up Dodge Charger R/T. It was the
first time I was ever on a track and
we wooped his ass from the start.
He never caught up to us. The
Charger had an automatic
transmission and I shifted faster
than I ever had before.

PIM: What items did you take with
you in the car  and what things do
you wish you had taken with you
that you could have used?
BL: I had oil, tools, snacks and
water in the car at all times. We
did not need the large amount of
clothes we packed in the car. Next
time we will bring less.

PIM: Do you drive continuously
through the event or do you have
lay-overs at night or ? Were you
greatly fatigued or able to tolerate
the long periods of driving?
BL: Day one was the party at the
Viceroy Hotel, which was a “meet
and greet” type affair. On day two
we drove from Santa Monica to Las
Vegas. We had a  stay-over at the
Hardrock Hotel. For day three, we
visited Hoover dam for lunch and
then from ‘Vegas to Sedona,
Arizona with lodging at the
Enchantment Resort. Day four
highlights included a visit to the
Grand Canyon, where we spent our
lunch-time. Next, we left Sedona,
Arizona and set sail for historic
Santa Fe, New Mexico where we
spent the night.
   On day five, we received a police
escort out of Santa Fe en route to
Dallas, Texas. Once we arrived in
Dallas, we had a lunch-stop and
stay-over at the W hotel in Dallas.
Day six found us traveling from
Dallas to Houston for a racetrack
stage with a lunch-stop and then
we were off to New Orleans, where
we cooled our heels overnight.
    On day seven,
while still in New
Orleans, we had
lunch at the U.S.S.
Alabama battleship
and then we were
off to Orlando,
Florida where we
were bedded-down
at the Ritz Carlton.
Day eight was
eventful for us
because while
traveling from
Orlando to the Palm
Beach International
Racetrack, we were
rear-ended by a
young lady that had
fallen asleep at the
wheel. As a result,
we spent two hours
in a body shop
making emergency
repairs. Even still,
we made it to Miami

Beach, Florida twenty minutes before
any other competitor even arrived.

PIM:  What are the Panteras’ greatest
strengths and weaknesses (if any) for
this type of event?
BL: She is a timeless beauty with no
weaknesses at all. The headlights and
interior gauge lights could stand to be
brighter.

PIM:  Did you have any mechanical
problems?
BL: She ate oil like crazy but that
could be due to the car traveling 80 to
100+ miles per hour, most of the way.

PIM:  How did the other competitors
behave during the event?
BL: The other competitors were very
fast drivers. The Bugatti Veyron
passed us at 200mph when we were
on our way to ‘Vegas . We were doing
125 mph and he passed us like we
were standing still. Other drivers like
Maximillion Cooper drove with us for
miles in his Jaguar. The Jag was
painted flat black and cruised
beautifully. Ford GT’s were also great
to drive with as the Pantera is a
distant cousin to the new ‘GT.
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PIM:  What was the most extreme car
in competition or the car that excited
you the most and why?
BL: The SSC Aero GT, Ferrari and the
Ford GT in that order. I base this on the
body style.

PIM: What is your overall opinion of the
Gumball and would you do it again?
BL: If you like to drive long distance
and follow directions you will like the
Gumball. Nightly parties and lots of
drinking are prevalent. I would
absolutely do it again, but I would also
like to find or start my own rallies in the
USA. To own a collector car one must
drive it, not look at it sitting in a garage.
The Gumball was very organized and
never chaotic.

PIM:  How did you end up in terms of
finishing order or any honors?
BL: The rally is strictly for fun ....but we
ended up having an accident in Stuart,
Florida when a negligent motorist
slammed into us.

PIM: What advice would you give to
those Pantera owners interested in
running next year’s event?
BL: Make sure you have your car
checked out by professionals. Prepare
the car for the long torture of a drive
that the Gumball is.

PIM:  Will the Rally be televised or how
can we see it?
BL: Go to www.GUMBALL3000.com,
www.youtube.com or www.flikr.com for
event coverage.

PIM: What was the total cost to run the
event?
BL: The bottom line was $44,000 plus
fuel and repairs to the car, etc. I would
love to drive this event. I am very proud
of the DeTomaso Pantera.

PIM: Should we add the Gumball 3000
to our list of 100 things you must do
before you die?
BL: I would like to start our own Rally
that is for Italian, Pantera and vintage
sports cars that cross the USA in style
with events slated in each city we arrive
in. I would also like to let fellow

enthusiasts know that I am
interested in participating in the
2010 Gumball 3000. I am inviting
donations and offering sponsorship
opportunities for next year’s event.
Please contact me at:
rlevitt1@optonline.net if there is
interest in coming on-board with
our next challenge. Thank you.

Above: The Cadillac Ranch along the
trail of the Gumball. Would six Panteras
in the dirt look better?

Right: Justin takes a stint at
the wheel in relief of his
father.
Below: The Levitts pose with
the Space City Panteras
crew who restored the
Panteras
A/C system in record time.
Bottom: Property damage
caused by an inattentive
driver marred the experience.
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PI Motorsports, Inc. Platinum
Members Mike and Cory Taylor
walked off with all the marbles at
the 2009 Huntington Beach
Concours with this “traditional”
Pantera suede-bomb!

This is the Pantera that picked up all the marbles at the recent
Huntington Beach Concours. Done in traditional suede-style and
fully loaded with attitude, PI Motorsports, Inc. customers, Mike and
Cory Taylor’s Pantera was at the top of the Concours Judge’s
scoring sheets. Much to the surprise of the other Pantera owners!

Cory Taylor - Imagine having a
beast like this to drive at his age!

Huntington Beach Concours 1st place
trophy is a “win” to be proud of.

This black-satin look provides a stealth look that is aggressive and attention getting. This is only the second time we have seen a
Pantera finished this way. The other car was in Germany and had a Mercedes V8 for motivation.
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Continued on page 8

Wild rear view!

Above: PI Motorsports carbon fiber side scoops

Remote oil cooler is
a great idea.

The Taylors have done a magnificent job in
preparing their engine room for show. Using a
lavish amount of chrome plate, polishing and
detailing pays off in the overall presentation of
the car. We also appreciate the liberal
amount of DeTomaso script and emblems
used. These neat little additions give the car a
special appeal whether you like modified cars
or not.
We predict that the Taylors will capture a lot
more awards in the future along with capturing
the hearts of any automobile enthusiast who
enjoys traditional looking cars.
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“Lone Wolf” is a correct description because the
Taylor Pantera is definitely unique and doesn’t follow
the rest of the pack. Breaking tradition obviously has
caught the eyes of the Concours Judges and
admiring enthusiasts.
This particular Pantera was formerly owned by Dale
Armstrong, the crew chief for Kenny Bernstein and
the Budweiser Top Fuel dragster. Armstrong’s
wrenching is credited with the first 300 MPH 1/4 mile
run. That racing heritage theme is carried over to the
Taylor Pantera.

Above: Reservoir tank powers the air suspension system. PI Motorsports, Inc. cooling
system and brake updates were selected by the owners.
Below: Louvers are controversial features when added to a Pantera, but here, these six
rows of slits lend to the aggressive theme and attitude the owners demand.
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Above: Engine cover uses carbon fiber construction and is sourced from PI Motorsports, Inc.
along with the Simpson harnesses.
Above left: Cory is definitely behind the 8 ball when he shifts his ZF. The reverse lock-out shift
plate is another PIM notion.
Left: Where are the door handles and how do you get in? Remote activation operates the door
opening hardware. Smooth look sans handles adds to the sleekness a Pantera already has.
Below left: Polished tanks and gauge pack add points to the Judge’s score cards. Adding air
tubes to the side scoops and making them functional now force feeds the Mighty Demon carb.
Bottom: Street-sweeper spoiler is about as low as you can go. Hydraulic system elevates the car
on command.
Below: 17 inch “Shock-wave” wheels and Michelin rubber are from PI Motorsports, Inc.
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www.panteraclubnorcal.com

Do louvers have a place on a Pantera? The next
time we see Tom Tjaarda we will ask him. On this
car, they work well because they mesh with the
rugged attitude and tone this car sets.

Michelin tires on PIM 17” wheels provide all
the traction this car needs.

10
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Here at PI Motorsports, Inc., we are used to seeing Panteras of all descriptions. From bone-stock to over-the-top concept cars like the Pantera Spyder we
built. The Taylor Pantera took an alternate path than most Pantera owners would take in modifiying their cars. The result of all this work was rewarded twice
by independent judges. We are happy that another one of our loyal customers has been rewarded for their efforts.

11
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Group 4 Baseball Cap Billet Pantera Emblem 160 Page Catalog

Q:   What is a Pantera Platinum Customer?
A:    A customer who receives the best prices on parts, service and preferential treatment.

PI Motorsports, Inc. is pleased to offer our customers this new package of merchandise and services:

•   5% or more, discount on all parts purchased. Frequent special sales.
•   Special discounts on services offered including engine building and painting.
•   Private access telephone hot line for technical advice and expedited ordering.
•   PI Motorsports, Inc. Group 4 baseball cap.
•   Special billet aluminum, hand-polished, decorative Pantera logo.
•   PI Motorsports, Inc. parts catalog
•   E-mail newsletter and advance notice of special sales.
•   Platinum membership card
•   Parts Catalog with diagrams, photos and ZF information. 160 pages.

The annual fee for our Pantera Platinum program is $75.00. For those customers who purchase from us
frequently, our discounts alone can easily exceed the annual membership fee.
You may join when you make your first purchase or simply fill in the below blanks and fax it to 714-744-1397
or mail it to us. Payment by credit card is accepted. You will be happy you joined.

PI Motorsports, Inc.
1040 North Batavia, Suite G
Orange, California 92867
Phone: 714-744-1398 - Fax: 714-744-1397
www.pim.net - email: sales@pim.net                                          Serving the DeTomaso Enthusiast since 1996
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Amazing Interiors by PI Motorsports, Inc.
Let’s face it, the Pantera is the type of car that owners love to modify. The interior has been one area that
is often overlooked. PI Motorsports, Inc. now has the capability to completely fabricate new dashboards,

gauge clusters, consoles and side panels. Seats, gauges, air conditioning and sound systems are also
taken to the next level.

Pantera owner Bruce Gwin
entrusted his already impres
sive 1972 Pantera to PI

Motorsports, Inc. for various interior
modifications. All of the work shown
was completed in-house. The
dashboard, secondary console and
storage compartment were designed
by Josh Winderman of our staff with
customer input.
   The dashboard has been
reconfigured with a horizontal array of
white faced gauges. These gauges
are available with direct or indirect
lighting or both. The dashboard was
sprayed with jet black paint. The
trimmed areas are covered with ultra-
luxurious leather and other textiles.
   The air conditioning controls and
vent outlets are of modern design
and positioned for the best flow of air.
At the same time, a high performance
sound system is mounted horizon-
tally with easy to reach controls.

Continued on page 14
13
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In addition to the fabrication of a new dashboard
and related consoles, Mr. Gwin also ordered up new
interior trim with patterned textiles and contrasting
blue piping. Check out the specially patterned
fabric around the shift plate and unique design on
the door panels.

The DeTomaso Isis brand was embroidered into the head
rests. The roll cage was also beefed up by PIM.

New switch gear was used for the window controls.
The floor mats are from PIM. Easy to use A/C and
heater controls are mounted on the secondary
console.

Above: Steering wheel is by MOMO. Buttons to the left of the
speedo operate the shift light positioned to the right of the tach.

14
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Above: The seats are based on the original items. Four-point harnesses
make sense for a car with as much performance potential as Mr. Gwin’s. The
roll cage no longer just bolts to the floor, special plating added by PIM now
ties the cage into the rocker areas. In the event that the car were to over-turn,
the cage wouldn’t be as likely to punch through the bottom of the car.

Above: Storage cabinet comes in handy in a Pantera where space is at
a premium. This compartment was hand-built for the customer’s car
and is trimmed in leather.
Below: This is a show quality interior that is also super-comfortable for
long distance touring. High side bolsters with lateral thigh support offer
comfy seating. PIM can restore your stock seats to look the same.

15
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The Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector Goose

Yes, boys and girls, there really was a Mangusta owned by the founder of Vector
Automobiles, Jerry Weigert and listen to this, this rare DeTomaso is powered by an Gurney

Eagle cylinder headed Boss 302! This car is now for sale at PI Motorsports, Inc.
Left: The 302 engine has been freshly rebuilt
and awaits installation. The cylinder heads,
intake manifold and valve covers are some of
the rarest parts you could put on a Ford engine.
The performance and sound make the
Mangusta the equal of any period exotic.

TTTTThis is one of the most fascinating
DeTomaso automobiles we have
ever had in our inventory. This red

Mangusta comes with a very interesting
history.
  Formerly owned by Jack Nethercutt, the
Merle Norman tycoon and founder of the
Nethercutt Collection and then Gerard
Wiegert, the creator of the infamous Vector.
  The engine is a Boss 302 Ford with
Gurney Eagle cylinder heads and four
barrel intake manifold. The ZF dash-1
gearbox has been rebuilt. The cooling
system was modified for improved cool
operation. For the passenger’s comfort a
rotary A/C system was installed.
  All body work on the Mangusta was
performed in lead by Angelo Pino of Pino’s
Auto Body. Mr. Pino has been the choice of
celebrities for their collector cars such as
Jerry Seinfeld and David Letterman. The

16
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finish selected is Ferrari red paint, the painter
sprayed 10 coats of Glasso brand paint.
  On the right rear hatch door, the DeTomaso
Mangusta script was hewn from sterling silver.
The interior is nicely trimmed in tan leather and
still looks very fresh. The original wood and
leather steering wheel has been restored and
looks better than new.
   The owner of this car is offering it for sale and
there are at least three ways in which to purchase
her: 1)  As she presently sits with or without the
rare Gurney Eagle 302. 2)   With the Gurney
engine installed or 3) With a stock 302 “crate
engine” installed and the Gurney engine included
or excluded.
   This flexibility permits the new owner to select
the desired path this Mangusta should take.
Whether it be returning the car to a stock presenta-
tion or re-installing the Gurney 302 to capture how
the Mangusta was prepared during the Vector era.
If you have ever wanted a Mangusta, we hope you
will consider this great example. Prices have really
taken a hike lately, despite the recession with

17
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The Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector GooseThe Vector Goose

reports of one car selling in the
Boston area for $150,000.00.
We would enjoy seeing this
intense, red ‘Goose back on the
road with its unique and rare
Gurney engine returned to
service. Please call or email us
for more information or to
arrange a viewing.

Photos: We can’t stop taking our eyes off this
great-looking tan leather interior. All surfaces
have been trimmed in the soft material and the
overall result is show quality.
The steering wheel was restored with fresh
leather. The wood is especially nice.
The A/C system now uses a rotary pump for
improved comfort of the passengers.
Twin headlights in the center of the grill remind
us of a Shelby 500.

18
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Left: Original
California black
plates go back to the
original owner, Jack
Nethercutt, the Merle
Norman cosmetics
scion.
Right: Something
you don’t always get
to see is an original
spare wheel and tire
in a Mangusta. Note,
the correct fastener is
in place to secure the
spare. A remote oil
cooler was added to
safeguard the rare
302 Gurney engine.

The under-hood trim is in very good
condition with an embroidered mat.

The wheels have a four-lug bolt pattern. Bodywork and finish are to show standards

19
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RIP Gary Hall
Deceased June 15th 2009
 

I     first met Gary Hall when I went to a Pantera
event and encountered him with a heavily modfied

Pantera. Soon after I became associated wtih Pantera
International and began visiting his shop to look for
story material for the club magazine.
    I was shocked at first to find his main business was
repairing vacuum cleaners but he explained that he did
well at that and marketing Pantera parts was only a
hobby. Mike Drew, in a comment on another website,
says that Hall’s vacuum cleaner business was a multi-
million dollar business and that Gary retired from that to
be a Pantera man full time. Gradually though the
Pantera parts took over and his shop Hall Pantera,
became a large supplier of OEM parts, custom made parts and clothing. The shop prospered for over 30
years and employed many of his family members.
    Whenever I visited his shop he would take the time to explain each
process being done to a car, how superior his shop’s work was, and basically
talk my socks off. He reminded me of Carroll Shelby in his single-mindedness
and sales style.
   I admired the special cars he built, called Ultra Panteras, a whole
series of show cars, one of which I remember was a shocking pink that was built for
his wife, Beverly.
   Especially to be admired was the targa they built, which I thought Ford
should have bought the design from Hall and put into production. (They could still
do that, using the Ford GT chassis).
   He and his wife Bev were in other car clubs, I remember particularly a
passion for Lincoln Continentals, and Gary could defend each of those
marque’s flaws with passion. They both had a great interest in history. They
started their own museum at their shop and it was a pleasure to see such
rarities as the aluminum bodied Vallelunga.
    Like Shelby in his early years, Hall cultivated a certain image, always
wearing overalls and a beard, but I think he enjoyed his celebrity as a real
dominant force in the Pantera world. Like a lot of self-educated guys he
enjoyed showing up the know-it-alls who might have degrees in marketing or
engineering but didn’t know their ass from a hole in the ground.
   I remember particularly accompanying one of his race cars  to
Pennsylvania to an event at Pocono. His maroon and black GTS was a real
flexible flyer when you saw it go around the track but damned if it didn’t
put most of the Ferraris and Lamborghinis on the trailer, proving he built
cars that could take it.
   I have met many hundreds of entrepreneurs in the car world, but few
display the passion for the marque they were selling that Gary and Bev Hall
showed.
   They started the trend toward making GT5 and GT5-S body panels available
when Ford dropped the Pantera importation program and pioneered many
products that solved the problems of Pantera owners or improved the
performance and efficiency of their cars.
    There might be some who say “he was more hot rodder” than a “classic car
guy” but that’s just the way the cookie crumbled for the Pantera in America.
The hot rodders got it because the classic car guys didn’t want it. It might
stay that way but, be that as it may, I have to say that, when I attend
events featuring Panteras,  I will miss Gary because he cared about
preserving and improving the marque.....
   I also understand that he and Bev were married for nearly 60 years and as
a guy who is now on his second marriage, I always admire those who can make it in the
long run with the same partner they first brought to the dance...
   Wallace Alfred Wyss

Letters to the Editor
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From Switzerland, we received these photos
from PIM Customer, Mr. Thomas Moser, taken
of his very rare, Pantera GT5-S. This car is
chassis number: 9504. To check out the
Swiss Pantera scene, visit: www.pantera.ch
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Mr. George E. Ferrell sent us these
photos of his very clean and original
appearing Pre L. This car is based in
Dover, New Hampshire. Mr. Ferrell tells
us, “Here are more pictures and I will be
purchasing more items in the near future.”

Above: This interior looks just it
came out of a vintage Lincoln
Mercury showroom Pantera
brochure. Clean! Shown is the
dual-nacelle type instrument
panel. Another nice touch is the
after-market storage console in
the center arm rest. Thin-
rimmed, Capri sourced steering
wheel is an original and rare
item.
Right: Mr. Farrell’s Pantera is
about as original as one could
hope for other than the obvious
racing stripes. The dealer-added
Lincoln Mercury mirrors and
original ANSA, fluted tip exhaust
pipes with Campy 7 and 8”
wheels will add points in
Concours judging.
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Incredible Restoration Completed of Historic DeTomaso Formula Car
Photos and information courtesy of Ben Tyer - www.qv500.com

Chassis: 103-001
Engine: 1.6-litre Cosworth Inline-4
Year built: 1969
First owner: De Tomaso Automobili, Modena, Italy
History: 22/06/1969 Monza Lotteria GP - J. Williams (#10) 9th13/07/1969 Tulln-Langenlebarn Race 1 - J. Williams
(#16) NC 13/07/1969 Tulln-Langenlebarn Race 2 - J. Williams (#16) 10th24/08/1969 Mediterranean GP Race 1 - J. Ickx
(#12) DNF 24/08/1969 Mediterranean GP Race 2 - J. Ickx (#12) DNS 12/10/1969 Rome GP Race 1 - P. Courage (#46)
3rd12/10/1969 Rome GP Race 2 - P. Courage (#46) DNF28/02-08/03/1970 4th Mostra della Vetture da Competizione,
Turin - De Tomaso stand Then sold to Spartaco ‘Paco’ Dini, Florence, Italy. 14/02/1971 Columbian GP Race 1 - S. Dini
(#6) DNF14/02/1971 Columbian GP Race 2 - S. Dini (#6) DNS21/02/1971 Bogota GP Race 1 - S. Dini (#6) 11th21/02/
1971 Bogota GP Race 2 - S. Dini (#6) 7th13/06/1971 Madunina GP - S. Dini (#21) DNQ20/06/1971 Monza Lotteria GP -
S. Dini (#16) DNQ25/07/1971 Imola GP Race 1 - S. Dini (#4) 12th 25/07/1971 Imola GP Race 2 - S. Dini (#4) 9thLater
sold to Marco Antonucci, Milan, Italy.September 2003 sold to present owner. January 2004 - July 2009 restored by
Foxcraft Racing & Auto Passion, UK
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Mystery Car Un-earthed - Is it a DeTomaso?

Racing enthusiast John Spors sent us these photos of a beached
formula car that by history has spent a few decades strapped down to
this trailer. John believes the car may be a DeTomaso formula car

based on either a Formula J or perhaps even a Formula 1. Sadly, there are
no chassis plates or other easily identifiable parts of the car that would rule
in or rule out its potential DeTomaso heritage. The car came from the
Pittsburgh, PA region and was owned and raced at one time or another by
Myron Yoho and the late Dr. Robert Turner.

If you have any information
about this car or wish to buy it,
please contact the owner John
Spors at: 716-435-5020 or by
email at starl72@netscape.net
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PI Motorsports, Inc. Platinum Member Newsletter
A publication of PI Motorsports, Inc. All rights

reserved. All content is the exclusive property of PI
Motorsports, Inc. www.pim.net - 714-744-1398

Published quarterly. This newsletter is not offered
for sale and is provided free of charge to our
Platinum customers and Pantera International
members and enthusiasts. Editor: David AdlerAbout PI Motorsports, Inc.

Founded in 1996 by Jerry Sackett and
David Adler at our present location in
Orange, California. We provide the
DeTomaso enthusiast with everything
from parts to entire cars for sale.
Our award-winning workshop can
handle all assignments from an oil
change all the way up to custom
building a full concept car or show-
winning restoration. Our service and
prices cannot be beat. We invite you
to call or visit our showroom and
workshop in person.
Friendly advice is always a phone call
away. Thank you.
Jerry, Dave and Frank

We’ve Got Em!
We have uncovered a limited stash of original
Carello tail lights with red lenses
These are sold as a pair.
They are still in the factory box.
These are not the restored style but the
original items.
The lamps are complete with the body, wiring,
nuts and bolts.
Includes factory gasket
Marked “Carello 12385505 S”
For the enthusiast who demands factory,
original parts.
Priced not that much higher than a pair of
original lenses alone.
Some minor aging marks are seen on the
backside of the fixture which is not visible
when installed and does not affect perfomance
or reliability of the unit. Consider it part of the
original patina of these rare items.
Platinum member price: $479.00 for the pair.

PI Motorsports, Inc.
1040 North Batavia, Suite G

Orange, California 92867
Telephone: 714-744-1398

Fax: 714-744-1397
Website: www.pim.net
email: sales@pim.net
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I’m a German Pantera fan and I’ve seen that you are planning a book about
Panteras. A good friend of mine, a 70 year old engine builder and technician from
Italy, named Gabriele Gottifredi, is a real Pantera guru. At the beginning
of the 70’s, he was the technical head behind the development of a Pantera
race car that was often faster than the works cars and that was sponsored by
an Italian luxury car dealer named ACHILLI MOTORS
(http://www.qv500.com/detomasoregistrypangt402858.php).
   During the construction phase, they paid meticulous attention to a lot of details. The
most evident difference layed in the engine. Contrary to the carbureted version of
the works cars, my friend adapted the mechanical Lucas fuel injection of a
DFV Cosworth. They also built a custom made dry sump system and the position
of the engine was extremely lowered. In 1973, the Italian magazine AUTOSPRINT
published a long article about the car. As far as I understood, he was also involved in the build-
up of your Gr.5 (Dave Adler’s Whiplash Group 5).
   My friend has tons of pics and technical info of the good old days and I
asked him if he would be willing to share the material with the American
Pantera community. He likes the idea.
   His friends from AUTOELITE in Maranello - as you can imagine they are all
60+years old - are still working on Panteras for historic racing events.
   One of the fuel injected engine is still alive and it is literally a fire-
spitting beast. Last year, on the occasion of a test on the engine dyno, a fuel
line came off and my friend, who was standing close to the engine, got singed. That demon-
strates that Panteras are HOT.
Gregor Kiefer

Group IV Pantera. Chassis number: THPNMR02858. Built April 26, 1972. Orginal
owner: Achilli Motors S.p.A. Milan, Italy. Raced by Gabriele Gottifredi from 1973 to
1975. Sold to Marco Curti aka “Spiffero” in Rome. Raced extensively from 1979 to

2004 when sold to its current owner in Italy. Source: www.qv500.com
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Thank you Gregor for sharing these
important photographs with us. We
really enjoy seeing racing Pantera
photographs from their glory days as
well as from modern racing exploits.

The European racing scene seems to
appreciate and embrace the Pantera
more than in our country where you
seldom find one on a racing grid.
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♦ Big Throat Mufflers are now in production but with many updates.
♦ Stainless steel construction with precision welding.
♦ Flow-through design for reduced back pressure.
♦ Nasty bark that demands attention and respect
♦ Hand-polished finish
♦ Correct fluted exhaust tips measuring 3 inches in diameter
♦ Inlet pipe: 2.5 inches
♦ Overall length: 25 inches
♦ Overall width: 9 inches.
♦ Silencer length: 13.5"
♦ Exhaust tip length: 7 inches.
♦ Take advantage of modern design and engineering by switching over
    to these precision and value-priced mufflers. They will make a
     difference.
♦ There is NO substitute for Big Throat Mufflers - only at PI
    Motorsports, Inc.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ Platinum Price: $140.00 each
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ Non-Member Price: $150.00 each

Serving the DeTomaso Enthusiast since 1996
1040 North Batavia, Suite G

Orange, California 92867
Phone: 714-744-1398

Website: www.pim.net


